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Abstract: Cybercriminals are presently tremendously falling back on Man-

in-the-Middle assaults to accumulate secret knowledge. Man-in-the-middle 

attacks are space units like eavesdropping; this primarily happens on 

websites that are not ill-used by HTTPS. MITM attacks at a neighborhood 

unit are exhausting to find and may deliberately cause adverse effects if not 

taken seriously. Virtual Dispersive Network (VDN) in preventing third 

party interception - the simplest way of addressing cyber threats. VDN may 

well be a particular approach to cybersecurity, whereby a symbol is 

transmitted briefly in bursts or quantum packets, that can't be covertly 

scanned whereas not disrupting their content. no one can intercept data 

sent to you whereas not introducing some noise in it. Throughout this study, 

we've explored the utilization of Virtual Dispersive Network in 

cybersecurity that continues to be associate degree innovation at intervals 

the fight against cyberattacks however continues to indicate significant 

potential in reducing cyberattacks on wireless networks drastically. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cyber security is the application of technologies, processes and controls to guard systems, networks, programs, devices 

and knowledge from cyber attacks. It aims to cut back the danger of cyber attacks and defend against the unauthorized 

exploitation of systems, networks and technologies. Companies and people use cybersecurity practices in protective pc 

systems and information centers from unauthorized access[1]. The importance of cyber security comes all the way down to 

the will to stay data, data, and devices personal and safe. In today’s world, folks store huge quantities of knowledge on 

computers and alternative internet-connected devices. abundant of that is sensitive, like passwords or monetary knowledge. 

If a cybercriminal was to achieve access to the present knowledge, they may cause a variety of issues. they may share 

sensitive data, use passwords to steal funds, or maybe modify knowledge so it advantages them in how[2].  

 

There are dozens of threats in cyber security but following are some of the most common among them: 

● DDos Attack:  A DDoS or Distributed Denial of Service Attack is once cybercriminals overwhelm a network or 

its servers by causing an excessive amount of traffic. This prevents the network from handling valid requests and 

makes the whole system unusable. 

● Malware: This malicious code will embrace laptop viruses, spyware, Trojan horses, worms, and other programs 

or files which will damage the pc. Malware is often deployed by downloads that appear legitimate or attachments 

in emails. 

● Man in the Middle: This type of attack involves the cybercriminal intercepting conversations or information 

transmissions between multiple individuals. AN example would be a cyber attack victimization AN unsecured 

Wi-Fi network to intercept the info that the victim sends from their laptop to the network. 

● Phishing: This type of cyber security threat involves causing faux emails from on the face of it legitimate sources 

to induce data like mastercard details or passwords. 

● SQL Injection: SQL injection aims to perform actions on the data stored on the database  and probably steal it [3]. 
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In this article we are mostly focusing on MiTM attacks and how the use of virtual dispersive networking can help us to 

deal with it. 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Many of the techs tried to explain the use of virtual dispersive networking to help fight with man in the middle 

attack and even tried to explain its real time applications. Apoorva Ganapathy in her study tried explaining the principle 

concept of VDN and how it will prevent third party interceptions. She also explored the utilization of Virtual Dispersive 

Network in cybersecurity that remains an innovation within the fight against cyberattacks but shows considerable potential 

in reducing cyberattacks on wireless networks drastically[4]. In the survey article of cyber security and defense measures 

by Prof. Hemlata. R. Kosare, Prof. Kiran V. Likhar, Prof. Pranali Manapure, have included virtual dispersive networking 

as one of the major solutions to deal with MiTM assaults. Moreover they have mentioned that Secured Socket Layer (SSL)  

and Virtual non-public Networks (VPNs) cannot typically secure messages as they head up through the same pathways. 

That's the place Virtual Dispersive Networking (VDN) from Dispersive Technologies comes in[5]. 

 

In the blog written by Trixer, they have given three reasons why to use virtual dispersive networking and these are as 

follows: 

1. Unparalleled Security 

2. Network Resilience 

3. Speed / Performance 

 

In addition they also mentioned, Dispersive technologies are unit for the most part government-centric, with initial 

invasions into industrial industries with high-value targets like banks and monopolies. However, cloud conditions will use 

Dispersive technologies to line up secure communications between clouds or between on-premise data[6]. Most of the 

studies were published and revealed on this subject explaining the issues associated with data security due to man in the 

middle attack and how virtual dispersive networking can be an evolution in cyber security that will help us to protect from 

uncertain events.   

 

Methodology 

Targeting the MiTM attack 

A man-in-the-middle attack needs 3 players. There’s the victim, the entity with which the victim is making an 

attempt to speak, and also the “man within the middle,” who’s intercepting the victim’s communications. important to the 

state of affairs is that the victim isn’t alert to the person within the middle. Man-in-the-middle attacks are available in 2 

forms, one that involves physical proximity to the meant target, and another that involves malicious code, or malware. This 

second kind, like our pretend bank example on top of, is additionally known as a man-in-the-browser attack. Cybercriminals 

usually execute a man-in-the-middle attack in 2 phases — interception and decipherment[7]. 

 

With a traditional MITM attack, the cybercriminal needs to gain access to unsecured or poorly secured Wi-Fi 

connections. These sorts of connections are typically found publicly in areas with free Wi-Fi hotspots, and even in some 

people’s homes, if they haven’t protected their network. Attackers will scan the router searching for specific vulnerabilities 

like a weak arcanum. Once attackers realize a vulnerable router, they will deploy tools to intercept and skim the victim’s 

transmitted information. The assailant will then additionally insert their tools between the victim’s pc and also the websites 

the user visits to capture login credentials, banking info, and different personal info. A flourishing man-in-the-middle attack 

doesn't stop at interception. The victim’s encrypted information should then be unencrypted, in order that the assailant will 

browse and touch on it[8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure .1 Man in the middle attack 

Using SSL and VPN for MiTM prevention 

SSL and Virtual non-public Networks (VPN) don't invariably shield messages as they travel across negotiator 

pathways, that is why Virtual Dispersive Networking was developed. moreover, encryption-based MiM hindrance 
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technologies like SSL (secure sockets layer, currently known as TLS, or transport layer security) and virtual non-public 

networks (VPNs) square measure point-to-point, whereas today’s complicated digital world needs secure end-to-end 

communications, wherever traffic may cross several intermediate nodes – all of that become weak points ripe for MiM 

attacks.  

 

Cybercriminals will use MITM attacks to realize management of devices in a very kind of way. 

● IP Spoofing 

● DNS Spoofing 

● HTTPS Spoofing 

● SSL Hijacking 

● Wifi Eavesdropping 

● Stealing browser cache 

 

Virtual Dispersive Networking  

Virtual dispersive network is an approach to cyber threat security that uses traditional military radio spread-

spectrum security practices, where radio waves at random or split communications channels into multiple streams, so solely 

the receiving radio will track them properly. With Dispersive, however, the web (or any network) is currently the underlying 

communications platform. 

 

Dispersive Technologies can't single-handedly split one message into many different coincident elements, 

however it will cipher every element message individually and even route them over totally different protocols following 

freelance ways. Dispersive’s innovation doesn’t stop with merely cacophonic up the messages. the info conjointly “rolls” 

dynamically to optimum ways – each randomizing the ways the messages take whereas at the same time taking into 

consideration congestion or alternative network problems. the top result: “They’re creating Associate in assailants work a 

great deal more durable,” per Rosenberg[9]. “Someone would have to comprehend the ways, the hops, and what order” to 

place the messages in – a frightening task. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure .2 Communication in Virtual Dispersive Networking 

 

Why Virtual Dispersive Networking 

1. Unparalleled Security: Scattering the info over multiple completely different streams, eliminates the MITM threat. 

Hackers will solely acquire atiny low piece of the first knowledge on any given stream, rendering any knowledge 

obtained insignificant and nearly not possible to decipher. 

2. Network Resilience: Assume an affiliation is lost on any of the many streams because of network failure, 

knowledge packets square measure then rerouted to AN already existing path, or an extra path is established that 

drives in negligible network time period. 

3. Speed / Performance: Since the data-flow is from multiple freelance streams victimizing distinctive approaches, 

it will increase on the market information measure and optimize information flow on individual streams. 

Therefore, raising the speed and performance. 

 

VDN Virtual Machines (Software based mostly Computers) square measure Inserted between the OS and its 

Network Interface to regulate Communications.  
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Figure .3 Implementing Virtual Dispersive Networking 

 

Following are the features of VDN [10] 

1. Allows the use of single key cryptography that’s truly safer than client server multi key cryptography. 

2. Provides cryptography Layer that's resistant to Hacking. 

3. Permits speedy Changes to a Device’s Network Identity. 

4. Permits Multiple Peers to Relay Traffic to Avoid Man in the Middle Attacks. 

5. Permits sign between Peers to beat Attacks and Network Bottlenecks. 

6. Permits Redundant Positive identification 

7. Monitors the traffic coming and going from trusted peers. 

8. Allows the mapping of target networks. 

 

III. RESULT 
Dispersive Virtual Network could be a carrier-grade software-defined programmable network that's impressed by 

battlefield-proven wireless radio techniques. Dispersive™ VN offers a radically totally different approach to networking 

that's setting new benchmarks for performance and security. 

 

While heritage networks believe only 1 path to transfer knowledge, VDN divides packet streams into multiple 

freelance, encrypted streams. within the heritage model once a path degrades, packets square measure lost and transfer 

speeds or connections drop. If that one path is hacked, all knowledge is compromised. VDN disrupts the heritage model. 

nobody path carries all the info. Endpoints monitor the standard of every path. to boot, streams mechanically modification 

methods once service degrades or if the trail is compromised. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Virtual Dispersive Networking is a new and proprietary Peer-to-Peer virtual networking technology that: 

● Considerably Enhances Secure Network Communications 

● Secures Wired and Wireless Devices and Networks Including Mobile Devices, PCs, Servers, and other 

● Internet Protocol (IP) primarily based Systems may be a computer code primarily based resolution that prices 

considerably Less than Hardware primarily based Solutions and might be Deployed very quickly. 

● Provides Buffer between software system and Network 

– Restricts Traffic to and from sure Peers 

– Infected software system cannot use VDN to broadcast 

● Isolates Attacks 

– Changes Identity under fire and Alerts Peers 

– Reroutes Attack for Analysis and Offensive Reaction 

● Peer to Peer signal permits Explosive Growth of Participants in Distributed Denial of Service Attacks. 

● Attacks are initiated and controlled while not noticeable impact to User expertise allows mapping of target 

networks is utilized as a transmitter in varied Scenarios. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Today, Dispersive technologies are for the most part government-centric, with initial invasions into business 

industries with high-value targets like banks and monopolies. However, cloud conditions will use Dispersive technologies 

to line up secure communications between clouds or between on-premise data. These hybrid cloud conditions often have 

faith in VPNs, which can be flaky and mediocre. Dispersive Technologies became a replacement for VPNs, thereby upping 

the protection, performance, and manageability of hybrid clouds yet as virtual personal clouds. 

 

As with any business, amendment is terrific (especially once sensitive information is considered), however if the 

organization is tuned in to the new developments, they will use it to their advantage & begin implementing these security 

technologies into their existing IT infrastructure to get pleasure from some peace of mind without fear concerning future 

threats. In addition, many networks just like the cloud will use virtual dispersion networking tools to keep their 

communications or surroundings secure from MiTM and alternative cyberattacks. The wide adoption of this technology 

could also be hampered by fear of amendment, and a company will, however, discover the potentials of the technology in 

knowledge and communication security. 
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